Although deep neural networks generally have fixed network structures, the concept of dynamic mechanism has drawn more and more attention in recent years. Attention mechanisms compute input-dependent dynamic attention weights for aggregating a sequence of hidden states. Dynamic network configuration in convolutional neural networks (CNNs) selectively activates only part of the network at a time for different inputs. In this paper, we combine the two dynamic mechanisms for text classification tasks. Traditional attention mechanisms attend to the whole sequence of hidden states for an input sentence, while in most cases not all attention is needed especially for long sequences. We propose a novel method called Gated Attention Network (GA-Net) to dynamically select a subset of elements to attend to using an auxiliary network, and compute attention weights to aggregate the selected elements. It avoids a significant amount of unnecessary computation on unattended elements, and allows the model to pay attention to important parts of the sequence. Experiments in various datasets show that the proposed method achieves better performance compared with all baseline models with global or local attention while requiring less computation and achieving better interpretability. It is also promising to extend the idea to more complex attention-based models, such as transformers and seq-to-seq models.
Introduction
In recent years, deep learning has achieved great success in many applications, such as computer vision and natural language processing. Various neural network structures have been proposed to solve challenging problems. Although deep neural networks generally have fixed network structures, the concept of dynamic mechanism has drawn more and more attention. Instead of having a fixed computational graph, neural networks with dynamic mechanism adaptively determine how the computation should be conducted based on the inputs.
Attention mechanism is one of such dynamic mechanisms with dynamic weights. Motivated by human visual attention, attention mechanism computes input-dependent dy-namic attention weights to select a portion of the input to pay attention to in a soft manner. In image captioning, attention mechanism allows the model to learn alignment between the visual portion of an image and the corresponding word in its text description (Xu et al. 2015) . In neural machine translation, an encoder computes a sequence of hidden states from an arbitrary-length sentence, and the decoder needs to extract relevant information from the encoder in order to make predictions of each word. Attention mechanism aggregates the whole sequence of hidden states in the encoder by taking the weighted average of them with attention weights computed according to current decoding context. In such a manner, the decoding of different words in the target sentence pays attention to different words in the source sentence Vaswani et al. 2017) . And it has achieved remarkable performance in those applications.
Dynamic network configuration is another dynamic mechanism with dynamic connections for convolutional neural networks (CNNs), and has drawn more and more attention recently. Different from attention mechanism, it selectively activates only part of the network at a time in an input-dependent fashion (Bengio et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2019) . For example, if we think we are looking at a car, we only need to compute the activations of the vehicle detecting units, not of all features that a network could possible compute (Bengio et al. 2016) . The benefit of including only part of units for each input is that the propagation through the network will be faster both at training and test time since redundant computations are avoided while the cost of deciding which units to turn on and off is not high. While several works on dynamic network configuration have been proposed for CNNs, such as (Bengio et al. 2016; Veit and Belongie 2018; Chen et al. 2019) , few such attempts have been made in sequence models such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) for natural language processing.
In this paper, we seek to combine the two dynamic mechanisms for text classification tasks, and improve attention mechanism by dynamically adjusting attention connections in attention networks. Although attention-based neural networks achieved promising results, common attention mechanism has its limitations. Traditional attention mechanism is Figure 1: Examples of attention weights indicated by blue color from the proposed GA-Net and attention networks with global and local attentions for sentiment classification. GA-Net has a sparse attention structure and only attends to important words. generally global, and it attends to all the words in the sentence though some attention weights might be small. However, through investigations into several natural language processing tasks, we observed that only a small part of inputs is related to output targets. It also aligns with our intuition that not all attention is needed especially for long sequences. The computation of attention weights on unrelated elements is redundant.
Not only that, since attention mechanism assigns a weight to each input unit and even an unrelated unit has a small weight, the attention weights on related units become much smaller especially for long sequences, leading to degraded performance.
To resolve the problem, we propose a novel method called Gated Attention Network (GA-Net) to dynamically select a subset of elements to attend to using an auxiliary network, and compute attention weights to aggregate the selected elements. A GA-Net contains an auxiliary network and a backbone attention network. The auxiliary network takes a glimpse of the input sentence, and generates a set of input-dependent binary gates to determine whether each word should be paid attention to. The backbone attention network is a regular attention network that performs the major recurrent computation, but only computes attention weights to aggregate the hidden states for the selected words. The attention units are sparsely connected to the sequence of hidden states, instead of densely connected as that in traditional attention mechanism. As an example in Figure 1 , the proposed GA-Net has a sparse attention structure and has learned to only attend to important words. The auxiliary network and backbone attention network are trained jointly in an end-to-end manner. In summary, our contributions are as follows:
• We propose GA-Net, a novel sparse attention network, to dynamically select a subset of elements to attend to using an auxiliary network. It avoids unnecessary attention computation, and allows the model to focus on important elements in the sequence. • An efficient end-to-end learning method using gumbelsoftmax is proposed to relax the binary gates and enable backpropagation. • We conduct experiments on several text classification tasks, and achieve better performance compared with all baseline models in our experiments with global and local attention networks.
. . . ↵ T Figure 2 : An example of attention mechanism: c is attention output, and α is attention weight.
Related Works
There have been a lot of works utilizing traditional attention mechanism together with CNNs and RNNs for various applications including computer vision (Xu et al. 2015) , speech recognition (Chorowski et al. 2015) and natural language processing (Radford et al. 2018; Devlin et al. 2019; Hermann et al. 2015; Rush, Chopra, and Weston 2015; Lu et al. 2016; Zhou et al. 2016) . Attention mechanism has also been extended to act as a sequence model in place of RNNs, such as the Transformer network. Besides the traditional global structure of attention mechanism, recently, several works have been proposed to make adjustments on the attention mechanism, including inducing task-oriented structure biases to attentions ( ). However, none of these uses an auxiliary network to achieve input-dependent dynamic sparse attention structure. Several works on dynamic network configuration have been seen in recent years. It is also similar to conditional computation (Bengio 2013) . Gating modules are generally introduced to generate binary gates and dynamically activate part of the network for processing (Bengio et al. 2016; Veit and Belongie 2018; Chen et al. 2019; Bengio 2014) . Policy gradient methods or relaxed gating methods are needed in order to enable backpropagation and end-to-end learning. However, these methods are designed for CNNs, and few attempts have been made for sequence models.
Attention Networks
In natural language processing (NLP), RNNs compute a sequence of hidden states for an arbitrary-length sentence. Instead of requiring the last hidden state to contain all information of the sentence, attention mechanism is widely used to aggregate information from the sequence of hidden states in an input-dependent manner. It computes an attention weight for each position in the input source, and takes a weighted average of the hidden states as the output. For example, Figure 2 is an LSTM recurrent neural network. Let x = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x T ] be a sequence of inputs, and h = [h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h T ] be a sequence of hidden states generated by the LSTM. The output y of the model is predicted as follows:
where α t is attention weight, and it indicates to what extent the t-th state influences the output y. Vector c is the output of attention unit, and it is a weighted average over all states. Attention weight α t is learned through a Multilayer perceptron (MLP) and normalized over all time steps via a softmax function:
The softmax function makes the sum of attention weights to be 1. Therefore, attention weight can also be seen as probabilities that a state is related to the output. Since each state is assigned a weight, this kind of attention mechanism is called soft-attention and global-attention. There is also hard-attention and local-attention (Luong, Pham, and Manning 2015) . In hard-attention, targets attend to only one state each time. This is computational efficient. However, it loses much information from inputs. Usually, not only one input has effects on targets. Local attention is a balance between soft and hard attention. Targets only attend to a window of its neighbors. The limitation is obvious, nonneighbors can also have influences on targets. Therefore, we proposed a sparse attention mechanism, GA-Net, which can dynamically select important inputs to attend to. It not only improves the computational efficiency of soft-attention, but also retains more information and achieves better interpretability than hard-attention and local-attention.
Gated Attention Network
We call our model Gated Attention Network (GA-Net) because it has an auxiliary network to generate binary gates to dynamically select elements to pay attention to for a backbone attention network. Theoretically, the backbone attention network can be any neural network with attention mechanism, such as bidirectional LSTMs and other sequence-tosequence models. There are also a range of choices of auxiliary network, as long as it can produce a series of probabilities. Next, we describe the mechanism of GA-Net in details in the context of text classification. Figure 3 is the architecture of an GA-Net in classification tasks. The backbone attention network on the right is similar to that in Figure 2 . The input to the model is a sequence of features x = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x T ] and the output is the classification target y. Different from traditional attention network, the backbone network has additional gates
Architecture of GA-Net
auxiliary network attention network Figure 3 : Architecture of GA-Net for classification tasks. Backbone attention network is on the right. The left one is a small auxiliary network producing a series of probabilities. Gate g t is binary. It is sampled from the output of auxiliary network. Gate is open when g t = 1, otherwise closed.
The t-th gate is open when g t = 1 and is closed when g t = 0. It controls whether the information from current state should flow into targets. Let S be the set of positions t where g t = 1. The attention weights in GA-Net are nonzeros for those positions with open gates:
,
On the other hand, for the positions with closed gates, we have α t = 0 and those hidden states h t are not included into the aggregation. The attention output and the prediction of y are then computed as follows:
The binary gates act as controllers to selectively activate part of the network. This resembles the dynamic network configuration mentioned earlier. To generate the binary gates, we introduce a dedicated auxiliary network. The auxiliary network takes a glimpse of the input sentence, and generate the binary gates for each position to determine whether the position needs to be paid attention to. The auxiliary network is on the left of Figure 3 . It shares same input features with backbone attention network, but generally has a much smaller network size. The output of this auxiliary network is a set of probabilities p = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p T }:
The probability p t determines the probability of the gate being open, and it is used to parameterize a Bernoulli distribution. A binary gate is then a sample generated from the Bernoulli distribution:
Though the example in Figure 3 shows an LSTM network as the auxiliary network, there are also other choices, such as a feed forward network and a self-attention network. However, a sequence model considering the dependencies among words in the sentence, such as an RNN or a self-attention network might be a better choice in this situation.
Training GA-Net
We describe the end-to-end training method for the proposed GA-Net in the following. It is hard to train because the gates have discrete values of 0 and 1. Thus, errors cannot be back-propagated through gradient descent. Some papers (Mnih et al. 2014; Luong, Pham, and Manning 2015) utilized reinforcement learning to solve this problem. However, it is computational expensive and has limited performance. A recently proposed categorical reparameterization, named Gumbel-Softmax (Jang, Gu, and Poole 2017; Maddison, Mnih, and Teh 2017) , is a potential method. Gumbel-Softmax aims at approximating a categorical distribution by a Gumbel-Softmax distribution with continuous relaxation. Optimizing an objective over an architecture with discrete stochastic nodes can be accomplished by gradient descent on the samples of the corresponding Gumbel-Softmax relaxation. Thus, it is a potential silver bullet to the back-propagation problem in our model. In our model, each gate is a sample of value 0 or 1 from Bernoulli distribution. It can be taken as a binary 'classifier'. Each classifier g t produce a two-element one-hot vector g t = [g t,i ] i=0,1 , where g t,i = 1 means g t = i. Similarly, p t,i is the probability that g t = i:
To let the auxiliary network differentiable during training, we can apply Gumbel-Softmax distribution as a surrogate of Bernoulli distribution to each gate. The Gumbel-Softmax distribution makes a softmax approximation to the one-hot vector g t :ĝ
where i is a random sample from Gumbel(0, 1). When temperature τ approaches 0, Gumbel-Softmax distribution approaches to be one-hot. The attention weights with soft gates can be computed by
We use the gradients of Gumbel-Softmax as the surrogate gradients during backpropagation. During testing, however, the surrogate is not necessary. The generated gates are binary. Only selected elements are used for the computation of attention weights as in Eq (2). And we directly use the probabilities generated by the auxiliary network to parameterize the Bernoulli distribution and obtain the binary gates. To facilitate training procedure, we define the loss of this joint network as follow:
The first term in loss function is cross-entropy loss, where y k is the ground-truth label for k-th class. The second term is an l 1 norm regularizer over all gates, where λ is a hyperparameter to make a trade-off between the cross-entropy loss and l 1 norm and T is input sequence length. The l 1 norm term aims at encouraging the network to turn off more gates and generate more sparse attention connections.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance of GA-Net on various datasets for sentence classification tasks. We did both quantitative and qualitative analysis on experiment results. Our model got better results compared with all baseline models in our experiments consistently.
Text Classification
We ran a series of experiments on various datasets for sentence classification task. SST-2 It is same as SST-1 but with neutral reviews removed and binary labels. It contains 9,613 training samples and 1,821 testing samples.
TREC This dataset is a collection of questions (Li and Roth 2002) . The task is to classify a question into 6 question types (whether the question is about entity, human, location information, etc.) It contains 6,000 training samples and 500 testing samples.
For all the experiments, we chose a 2-layer bidirectional LSTM with attention as backbone network and another 1layer bidirectional LSTM as auxiliary network (GA-Net). We applied the attention mechanism in (Zhou et al. 2016) as benchmark for text classifications. We compared our GA-Net with:
BiLSTM It is a vanilla bidirectional LSTM without attention. In this BiLSTM, we take the last hidden state as input to classifier;
BiLSTM+localAtt It is a vanilla bidirectional LSTM with local attention . The architecture we used as BiL-STM+localAtt is similar to that in (Luong, Pham, and Manning 2015) . The original architecture in (Luong, Pham, and Manning 2015) is designed for sequence-tosequence model: a local attended position in an encoder is predicted by the current hidden state in a decoder. To adapt it to our classification tasks, we take the last hidden state to predict a local position in a sequence to attend to.
BiLSTM+softAtt This is a vanilla bidirectional LSTM with global soft attention. It is common used attention mechanism which computes an attention weight for each element in a sequence.
In all three cases, we use the same BiLSTM configurations as those in backbone network of our GA-Net. We download pre-trained 100-dimensional GloVe word vectors (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014) 2 to initialize all models. The hidden dimensions of backbone BiL-STM and auxiliary BiLSTM are both 100 in our experiments. During training, Gumbel-Softmax approximations are used as gates for all samples in both forward and backward propagation. During testing, only sampled discrete values are used. We use Adam (Kingma and Ba 2014) to optimize all models, with learning rate choosing from the set [0.0001, 0.0002, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01], batch size choosing from the set [8, 16, 32, 64, 128] . In GA-Net, we choose the temperature τ in Gumbel-Softmax from the set [0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0] to balance the sharpness of gradients and difficulty of training. We choose λ in loss function from the set [0.4 × 10 −5 , 0.5 × 10 −5 , 1.0 × 10 −5 , 0.4 × 10 −4 , 0.5 × 10 −4 , 1.0 × 10 −4 , 1.0 × 10 −3 ]. We adapt cross-validation to select hyper-parameters for each dataset and task.
The results of classification accuracy are shown in Table 2. As it can be seen that, the proposed GA-Net consistently achieves the best performance on all datasets. For example, in TREC dataset, GA-Net achieves accuracy of 91.24%, and outperforms the baselines by at least 1.16%. At the same time, for the density of the resulting attention connections, we can see that it achieves this with much sparser attention structures. Especially for long sequences as in IMDB dataset where the average sequence length is 231, only 19.99% gates are switched on for each input. It demonstrates the fact that not all attention is needed especially for long sequences, and that GA-Net indeed has the ability of selecting those important units to attend to. In BiLSTM+localAtt, we choose a window size of 40, 16, 8, 8, 4 for each dataset respectively. This aim at making BiLSTM+localAtt have similar sparsity with GA-Net and achieve good performance at the same time.
We also report the improvement of attention computation in GA-Net and BiLSTM+softAtt in Table 3 . We measure the number of floating point operations (FLOPs) of attention computations during testing for both models. GA-Net with sparse attention has lower FLOPs than BiLSTM+softAtt.
Interpretability Since our GA-Net only attends to part of units in a given sequence, its capacity of selecting related units in the sequence is important. Though GA-Net has good performance, we still want to know what elements in a sequence they actually attend to. To explore this, we did several case studies. Figure 4 gives 
GA-Net
T h is is a fi lm w e ll w o rt h s e e in g , ta lk in g a n d s in g in g h e a d s a n d a ll . I admire Deepa Mehta and this movie is a masterpiece . I 'd recommend to buy this movie on DVD because it 's a movie you might want to watch more often than just once . And trust me , you 'd still find little meaningful details after watching it several times.<br /><br /> The characters -except for the grandmother perhaps -are all very balanced , no black and white . Even though you follow the story from the perspective of the two protagonists , there is also empathy for the other characters.<br /><br /> I think the IMDb rating for the movie is far too low -probably due to its politically controversial content .
... means " take up and read " , which is precisely what I felt like doing after having seen this marvelous film.<br /><br />Von Ancken stimulates and inspires with this breathtaking and superbly executed adaptation of Tobias Wolff 's 1995 New Yorker article of the same name . The incredible performance by Tom Noonan is brilliant and provocative and the editing , sound design , cinematography and directing are truly inspired . The nuanced changes and embellishments on the original story are subtle , clever , and make the film cinematically more dynamic . It 's lyrical pacing is mesmerizing and begs you to watch it again.<br /><br />Watch out for this young director ... he 's going places .
and Figure 4d are assigned by GA-Net. The distributions of attention weights are sparse and compact. At the same time, attentions accurately focus on important token related to sentiment classification and shut off gates for meaningless tokens. For examples, token 'extremely' and 'effective' have very high weights in the second sentence "Occasionally melodramatic, it 's also extremely effective.". Meaningless punctuations, token ''s' and 'Occasionally' are shut off. Figure 4b and Figure 4e are attentions computed by soft attention mechanism. Although it can identify related tokens, the distribution of its weights is more smooth than GA-Net and show less interpretability. Local attention in Figure 4c and Figure 4f is much more smooth compared with the other two models. It exhibits a weak capacity of finding out related tokens. This also implies the reason why BiLSTM+localAtt has similar performance with raw BiLSTM especially for long sequences where attention is helpful. Table 4 are examples from IMDB dataset with attention computed by GA-Net. The bold texts are tokens being selected to attend. The attention results show that the GA-Net successfully identifies related keywords for classification.
Auxiliary Network To investigate the impact from the size of hidden dimension in auxiliary network, we did several experiments on IMDB, SST-1, TREC with GA-Net using the same structure but with different hidden dimensions in auxiliary BiLSTM. The hidden dimensions range from 20 to 100 with a step of 20. Figure 5 provides the variations in accuracy and density. we can observe that the performance of auxiliary LSTM with 20d hidden states is competitive to that with 100d hidden states. It also outperforms all baselines, and retains a low attention density. This implies that just a small auxiliary network is able to make attention sparse. Moreover, we also curious about the impact from dif- ferent choices of auxiliary networks. In stead of LSTM, we also chose an 1-hidden layer feed forward neural network (FNN), a self-attention network as auxiliary network to make comparison. We name them as BiLSTM+AUX F N N , BiLSTM+AUX AT T respectively. We name the above GA-Net with LSTM as BiLSTM+AUX LST M . The backbone attention networks are same in all models. We use the same dimensions of hidden states as BiLSTM+AUX LST M for BiLSTM+AUX F N N and BiLSTM+AUX AT T . We did experiments on IMDB dataset. Table 5 gives the results. Both BiLSTM+AUX F N N and BiLSTM+AUX AT T outperform all baseline models. This proves again that not all attention is needed, and the ability of auxiliary network in selecting meaningful units. Compared with BiLSTM+AUX F N N and BiLSTM+AUX AT T , BiLSTM+AUX LST M is still the one who achieves the best performance considering both accuracy and density. Therefore, LSTM is a relatively good choice for auxiliary network in dealing with similar tasks in which the inputs are sequences.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a novel method called Gated Attention Network (GA-Net) for sequence data. GA-Net dynamically selects a subset of elements to attend to using an auxiliary network, and computes attention weights to aggregate the selected elements. It combines two input-dependent dynamic mechanisms, attention mechanism and dynamic network configuration, and has a dynamically sparse attention structure. Experiments show that the proposed method achieves the best results consistently while requiring less computation and achieving better interpretability.
